Service Change Notice 23-58
National Weather Service Headquarters Silver Spring MD
1020 AM EDT Fri May 12 2023

To: Subscribers:
- NOAA Weather Wire Service
- Emergency Managers Weather Information Network
- NOAAPort
Other NWS Partners, Users and Employees

From: Ben Kyger
Director, NCEP Central Operations

Subject: Notification of Removal of AddThis from forecast.weather.gov and marine.weather.gov: Effective May 30, 2023

Effective on or about May 30, 2023 the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) will remove AddThis sharing service from our forecast pages. In the case of a declaration of Critical Weather Day or an Enhanced Weather Event, the implementation will be delayed until the next working day without weather restrictions.

This removal is being driven by the decision made by Oracle to terminate all AddThis services effective May 31, 2023.

The URLs that will be affected are: [https://forecast.weather.gov/](https://forecast.weather.gov/) and [https://marine.weather.gov/](https://marine.weather.gov/)

e.g., [https://forecast.weather.gov/MapClick.php?lon=-77.037949561615&lat=38.89983948782637#.ZEL3Y3bMI2w](https://forecast.weather.gov/MapClick.php?lon=-77.037949561615&lat=38.89983948782637#.ZEL3Y3bMI2w)
and [https://marine.weather.gov/MapClick.php?lon=-77.02696314967095&lat=38.851729131633164#.ZEL3mHbMI2w](https://marine.weather.gov/MapClick.php?lon=-77.02696314967095&lat=38.851729131633164#.ZEL3mHbMI2w)

For questions on this change, contact:

Corey Pieper
NWS Digital COMMS Strategy Lead
E-mail: corey.pieper@noaa.gov

National Service Change Notices are online at:

[https://www.weather.gov/notification/](https://www.weather.gov/notification/)
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